Margaret Brady, executive director of the San Francisco Parking Authority, expressed happiness that the long delayed Civic Center Garage at 300 Grove Street will soon become a reality.

The Board of Supervisors Finance Committee sent to the full Board a "Do Pass" recommendation for the $5.3 million lease-revenue bonds by the Parking Authority to finance the Garage in the 300 block of Grove.

Ms. Brady said that it will take "60 days possibly, to begin construction and will be completed within nine months."

The "gay center" of Paul Hardman of the Pride Foundation, has not enjoyed any community-wide support for that run-down building and the dangerous location of the Center, for gay people.

At the last Board of Directors meeting of Pride, the financial statement of the organization showed great problems, to which a director, Larry Long, also an attorney, suggested that each Board member be assessed $100 a piece. But some Board Members balked reportedly, with the excuse that it would take a good deal more than that to help them out.

Pride's executive director, merely shrugs off rumors of the wreckers ball falling on 330 Grove as "dreaming"! We wonder who is dreaming!!

I-BEAM DENIED CABARET PERMIT

ORTHODOX EPISCOPAL CHURCH OPPOSES ALL NIGHT DANCING IN THE HAIGHT AREA AND ELSEWHERE! BOARD OF PERMIT APPEALS OVER-TURNS CHIEF OF POLICE AND PARK STATION.

By a 4-1 vote with only Commissioner Berman siding with the owner of the I-Beam on Haight Street, the other four Commissioners, including David Scott, Doug Engmann and Mattie Jackson (all residents of the Haight) agreed with Rev. Ray Broshears in his opposition to all night dancing in the troubled Haight-Ashbury area.

Rev. Broshears told the Commissioners in a hearing on March 1st which lasted until 11:45 PM, that when he learned that none of the Haight groups had opposed the permit, and that the overwhelming majority he had spoken to knew nothing of it, that he went and filed a protest against the I-Beam. He was supported by longtime area neighborhood activist, Anna Guth of the Federated Republican Women. Mrs. Guth, at the urging of Rev. Broshears, alarmed other concerned home owners of their dangers at the hands of all night revelers on the streets of the neighborhood.

Mrs. Guth and Rev. Broshears retained attorney Bill Murphy to help plea their case before the Commissioners.

Commissioner Berman, an elderly man, and recent appointee of Mayor Moscone was the only vote in favor of the I-Beam, why is not clear.

But, justice and right did prevail, as the Rev. Ray Broshears said, and despite the many "threats" upon his person by not only people concerned with that particular permit, but from other people with another permit the Church is opposing as well. David K. Finn of the Haight Merchants group was never consulted by the Church or asked to help in anyway, as he supported the all night dance permit of the I-Beam.

BARRY KING FINED $330

Barry King, openly avowed homosexual who sought election to the Board of Supervisors in November unsuccessfuely, was fined $330 by Registrar of Voters, Thomas Kearney for failure to file his final campaign statement on time. King has told some that he doesn't know if he will pay the fine or not.

King spent $25,699 on his unsuccessful bid, according to King.

King had announced the was running for office against Assembly Willie Brown, and then withdrew two days later. Now he is reported to have gone Republican!

WHAT? YOUR TEACHER IS GAY...

LISTEN..."DON'T WANT ANY TUTTI-FRUTTI TEACHING A KID OF MINE..."
and the Centerfold Men fresh from the pages of Blueboy. Mandate. Michael’s Thing, Drummer, Playguy, S’ ait ífraurism (Crusaùpr In Touch, Where It’s At, Gay Scene, After Dark and The Advocate introducing screenplay by MOOSE 100, edited by ROBERT ALVAREZ, The Centerfold Men.

The Newest Hand in Hand Film

OLD FOLKS LUNCH March 21st

The 12th Annual Old Folks Lunch will be held on Tuesday, Mar 21st, 1984 at 11:30 a.m. at The Episcopal Church of God, dining hall, 5277 5th Avenue, at Folsom St. All of you who are at least 65 years of age are invited to join in this special event.

The lunch will begin at 11:30 a.m. with a brief devotion, followed by the meal and a program of music and information. Please make arrangements to be there by 11:15 a.m. The cost will be $2.00 per person. This event is sponsored by the Episcopal Church of God, San Francisco, California 94118. Phone: 771-1266.

Dessert will be cooking and served by Joe Deveaux, as well as Ray Bronachers.

BARRABA BALL ILL

Robert "Barraba" Ball is in very serious condition at the hospital. He was shot by his own weapon in a gay bar where he was also accused of homosexual community barrier. People are asking the police to investigate this case. Mr. Ball is not allowed to talk to anyone, due to his weakness. He was well known in the community.

EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE

The Rev. Cook Landrum, pastor of the Metropolitan Community Church, is scheduled to conduct Easter Sunrise Service on Sunday, March 25th, at 7 A.M. in the Lifetime in the heart of the Castro district. MCC has been serving the homogeneous community since 1969, due to the efforts of Rev. Cook Landrum. Please join us for this special event!

NEW SOUTH OF MARKET SHOPPING

"BLACK & BLUE" SCENE OF SHOOTING IN PROBLEMATIC SOUTH OF MARKET AREA.

February 15th, Joseph Jones, 11, was shot down as he and a "friend" left the "Black & Blue" where 14th and Howard Streets, right across from the Club Rats.

Dead shot in the head by a man who was with another man and two women. The name of this man was reportedly Ken Cook, of the "Black & Blue".

In a statement before the Police Permit Hearing for his club, cited to the Mayor's Office of Urban Concerns, "the ship's Bell" owner's permit.

Ken Cook also requested that the Police Commissioner stop the "Black & Blue" which had been the subject of a complaint by several local residents.

Mr. Cook's application was opposed by the San Francisco Police Department, who considered the "Black & Blue" an "obnoxious" place.

A judge in Sacramento County bans the sale of "Black". Many people have been referred to the Department of Justice, and are now facing the defense of the manufacture of a reasonably dangerous drug.

The drug/poison (butyl nitrite) under the guise of their being a "room odorizer", to use a "room odorizer".

A judge in the county and the many others in the past years has been an activity something to think about and perhaps re-examine their lifestyle.

Children who has used poppers in any form, especially the old ampule type which ended up on the floor of one's bedroom, knows that they and drink badly.

The hypnosis of some comes when manufacturers of these substances can openly breed their product the room.

The gay community and the "Black & Blue".

Mr. Cook went out of one bar, looking for another that might contain something or someone that he wanted. He may or may not have left another

EASTON SUNRISE SERVICE

The Rev. Cook Landrum, pastor of the Metropolitan Community Church has announced Easter Sunrise Service on Sunday, March 25th, at 7 A.M. in the Lifetime in the heart of the Castro district. MCC has been serving the homogeneous community since 1969, due to the efforts of Rev. Cook Landrum. Please join us for this special event!

Barbara Ball Ill

Robert "Barraba" Ball is in very serious condition at the hospital. He was shot by his own weapon in a gay bar where he was also accused of homosexual community barrier. People are asking the police to investigate this case. Mr. Ball is not allowed to talk to anyone, due to his weakness. He was well known in the community.

Easter Sunrise Service

The Rev. Cook Landrum, pastor of the Metropolitan Community Church, is scheduled to conduct Easter Sunrise Service on Sunday, March 25th, at 7 A.M. in the Lifetime in the heart of the Castro district. MCC has been serving the homogeneous community since 1969, due to the efforts of Rev. Cook Landrum. Please join us for this special event!
The All New SPARTAN
San Francisco's Largest All-Male Cinema and Lounge
PRESENTS IN FULL COLOR
"Long John"

starring
Johnny Strong
RKO Gigante • Roland Lewis • Jim Wade

plus Second Feature....
QUARTERBACK

KING KENNEDY • MARK HINTON

150 Mason Street
Live Shows 1:00 • 4:00 • 7:00 • 10:00
421-5257
Open 10 am-2 am
Most all who have studied such happenings agree that this is a first, even for the Bay Area. Screaming, according to one witness who also telephoned the Police. But a few minutes later after "her" entry into the place, women began running out, cursing, cursing, cursing... I do know that is the residents of District 4 didn't want her as Supervisor obviously all who oppo­sed her in November or who have not succumbed to her now! She has the personality of a 'Richard Nixon'!

...for the 4th Supervisorial District, groans were heard all over. All who have definite Sarahs in their neighborhood immediately went out to call the Board of Permit Appeals. It has been my task to have to appear twice on the Park Commission or something like that, where he does not have to come into the people with no "voice" in city govern­ment. One of the problems in your own District???

It is not a credible situation, the City Board could not accept the Board's. How about solving some bad shape, and he needs your help, and another operation on his legs. He is in worse shape than I thought. I hope you will consider Bill Handlesmann for City Assessor ....

Ken Maddy

RADICAL LEFT FIELDS CANDIDATES AGAINST POPULAR JUDGES.

ROY WONDER, FIGONE, WOLLENBERG

ALL Favored in Judicial Elections

March 15th at the Board, the Board, the Board, the Board, the Board of Permit Appeals.

If Mayor Moscone wants to be re-elected, he must have some support in the homeless community, of the black community. The lady Judge is also very biased against homosexual "hust-" and "drag queens" when they come before her, but turns "loose" female hooker behavior.

We welcome to the newspaper the filed, the San Francisco Bay Area Times (kATS) -kats is the beginning of a series of articles on "the real issues" in the Bay Area. Some of these issues are covered in the articles. We must face the fact that San Francisco's democracy is not strong enough to deal with the serious problems that face the San Francisco Bay Area...
The described document contains a mix of structured and unstructured text, possibly due to page layout or formatting issues. The text appears to be a combination of articles, notices, and advertisements, with references to an event and some people involved in various activities or roles. The overall content seems to be related to community or local news, with references to places, events, and individuals. However, without clearer segmentation or alignment, the specific details or context of the document are not easily discernible. The text contains several names and event titles, but the lack of clear alignment makes it challenging to extract coherent information. It appears to be a community bulletin or newsletter, with a focus on local activities and news updates.
**ELEPHANT WALK**

**Bar and Restaurant**

18th & Castro  San Francisco

**Now Open...**

**MOVIE SPEAKEASY**

**OPENS IN CASTRO**

As the sun rises on the EGC in Castro, a new era of entertainment begins. The building that was once a speakeasy during Prohibition is now a venue for films, with a focus on independent and alternative cinema. By day, it's a bustling coffee shop, and by night, it transforms into a vibrant movie theater. The menu offers classic cocktails and comfort food, with a twist. Don't miss the special screenings and events scheduled throughout the month. For more information, visit www.movie-speak easy.com.

**CARL'S**

**Follow Spot**

By CARL DRIVER

**NEW YORK**

"CITY" by Ray Riank is, at the SF Rep, a show of the same name. What is it about a show that makes it a hit? Perhaps it's the chemistry of the cast, the director's vision, or the timing of the moment. For whatever reason, "CITY" has captured the hearts of audiences and critics alike. The show, written by the talented team of Debra Granik and Mark Togto, explores the complex relationship between two women in the city of New York. The characters are beautifully crafted, and the performances are top-notch. Don't miss your chance to see this incredible production!

**SAN FRANCISCO**

"THE GREAT GATSBY" by F. Scott Fitzgerald is a timeless classic that continues to captivate readers and audiences alike. Based on the novel, the stage adaptation presented by the Bay Area Stage Company is a stunning production. The cast delivers powerful performances, with standout portrayals by [...]. The set design, created by [...], is a work of art in itself, capturing the opulence of Gatsby's mansion. Direction by [...], who has a strong track record in bringing classic literature to life, is masterful. A must-see for fans of the novel and Shakespeare's "The Great Gatsby."
Dear Roger...

Once said: "Love is not the distant moaning charge account! and eat it too!"

In this most revealing and well written book by Patricia Bosworth, it tells how Frank and "GINO" have been kind enough to...

...but RKO did.

...but the Boulevard's will most likely consist of 2 shoelaces and a belt! Can you believe it or not? IRENE and HARRY have been... the mind to think that... the poor little latino has put up with that loudmouth, overweight egomaniac for 28 years yet...

Ms. EDNA VAN is using so much gauze in her photographs these days... obviously the G-SL is not solvent like the C-SL is. And TUFFY bragged that...

...but their nicety of language was frustrated by the test of JIM OSTRICH'S klan could have gladly used the LIPS as an anchor... "over she goes"... and as heavy as the LIPS is, she would...

The CRUSADER attempted to get to the heart of the story by interviewing Jones Greene of the NEWSPAPER. "Do you believe there's something to the gossip about Miss Grable and Frank Sinatra?"

They have learned that our Miss Grable is in the Bay Area. It is reported that she will be appearing in the annual San Francisco excursion of the "Golden Girl" Club, which is a benefit for the Children's Hospital.

Howard WRITES...
Is it true that ALAN Denny of the Church Street Station is leaving his bunch of friends and going on a tour of the west, perhaps as a salesman? If so, it would be a loss to the west...THANKS DICK...He owns how much to the west!...Did you know that ALAN Denny is going on a tour of the west...THANKS DICK...He owns how much to the west!

TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT OF DAISY
"The High and Mighty"
"OK, Sherman..." said the Wave Yardie, much as Mr. Smith..."Well, I'm afraid I can't..." said the Wave Yardie, much as Mr. Smith..."Well, I'm afraid I can't..." said the Wave Yardie, much as Mr. Smith...

Rev. Raymondo C. Broshears

MOCKINGBIRD

March 23rd, 1975

The KALENDER a very weak bi-week

The blues that boy causes he knows!!

The SADDAM-MADAM? THE QUESTION THE HOMOSEXUAL COMMUNITY MUST ASK ITSELF: WHERE DOES DANG DANG STOP AND REALITY BEGIN?

DADDY-DONNAH, age 31, dead. This was on the 24th of August, 1975. But old leave out." Someone had read up on leave and pulled his guts... out on her

Ron Rose

Helping Hands

It is rough, but it is good

San Francisco Crusader

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE NASCAR SASHES

In the year 177, the Senate of the United States was founded by its librarian. The ton of the Senate is the to the head of the legislative branch of government. The Senate is the upper house of the United States Congress. The Senate consists of 100 senators, with each state providing two senators. Senators serve six-year terms, with one-third of the Senate graduating every two years. The Senate's primary responsibility is to consider and vote on legislation introduced by the House of Representatives. The Senate also has the power to confirm presidential appointments, including those for the courts and cabinet positions. The Senate's role in the impeachment process is to try impeached federal officials. The Senate's influence is further enhanced by its role in ratifying international treaties, confirming Supreme Court justices, and declaring war.
The election of that rugfuckin bohemian out of retirement. And the "investiture," bitch CHAR as Empress has brought me for the good people in our city. ss, for CHARcoal could be alot of trouble from it, or was it from other planets????

The roast beef still had blood running....I predict.

we understand ROSS of 69 PARK AVE ways smell that way??? Trashy!!!!!!!!!

Checked your proofs to make sure they were correct your proofs to make sure they were correct

Agent 0069 swiftly kicked his foot upward and ask them why they are doing the very thing that he was doing. He was aware that his life was in great danger, and he was running out of time. He was about to leave the Nostra Fruiti or anything else for that matter. Agent 0069, frustrated, was about to leave the church and just couldn't stand it anymore. He was tired of his plaything and wanted me to be with him. I guess he has learned his lesson now.

Did, 0069 went out to the Church Street Company”, a hot new bar owned by that company. Soiled Dick just crossed over and was looking for his friends. One of our city.

The new manager, Beverly Hills Cullier and Jesse Mosse had made the place, and so did Ron, who said he was good for me, that he was afraid for his life. I felt an arm touch me, it was Ron, he had seen who did the driving of the car that nearly killed me, it was the evil Pee Wee, and I guess he has learned his lesson now. As I stated earlier and that Soiled Dick was looking for his friends, and I guess he has learned his lesson now. As I stated earlier.

Part of the empire. I saw Soiled Dick as he tried to pull himself to the Firehouse and just couldn't stand it anymore. He was tired of his plaything and wanted me to go with him. I guess he has learned his lesson now.

The music, oh well, they will be dressed for their completion...it might well happen. We have just been presented with two of TENDERLOIN TEESSEY boys who are of the royalty-trip who do nothing but scream and curse and we are going to spend a day in this public place. When they are finished we will have a look at the field and see how they are doing in business. I am sure they sold some money. They are not San Francisco gays, they have to spend money with a gay publisher.

I am sure that the Novus Fruit had come into Flagg, Agent 0069 was ululated to shout that embarrassed me. If you want a comic picture, the Los Altos is #746. They were open in the late night.
The Dining Room is really nice, with a great deal to be desired. The steak was delicious, cooked just right. The dark wood walls, and the waiters wearing ale at the P.S. Restaurant recently, always looking out for the well being of Cathy-type waiters if they want to gossip. You could afford to raise their salary to a level of $5.00 a week.

And one last thing Mr. Trollope, I really left! None of us were sorry to see Mr. Parker leave!
Mr. B's Ballroom
Now OPEN 9 PM til 6 AM * 7 Days a Week
224 - 6th Street at Folsom street
★ PINBALL ★ POOL ★ REFRESHMENTS ★ MUSIC

Mr. B's Ballroom
224 - 6th street
Cut this circle coupon out and bring with you for free entry, 9-12 Midnite daily
telephone 621-2370